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CONSOLIDATION OF SEDIMENTS
SIR,-During consolidation a linear relationship is often found between void ratio (e) and consolidation pressure (p) over a moderate range of pressure. In such cases, rearrangement of the water-ionic complex may be the predominant mechanism involved.
If slipping or breaking of particles is of more importance, it may be postulated that there are in the soil a number (n) of locations, at each of which it is possible for an irreversible volume reducing event to occur, and that, on average, each such event allows the volume (K) to reduce by the same amount, i.e. dV -=• A, where A = constant. dn Since the weaker locations will tend to collapse first, there will be a tendency for the rate of collapse to decrease as consolidation proceeds. At the same time, the ability of the soil structure to bridge points of weakness may increase as these points become fewer and more widely separated. It is therefore postulated that volume-reducing events occur at a rate with stress proportional to their number, i.e. dn -r = -Bn, where B = constant. dp It follows that log (e -a) = b -cp, where a, b, and c are constants . . (1) In the figure, the full line is calculated from equation (1), and the points are experimental results for calcareous ooze, cited by Laughton.
1 The initial void ratio was 190 per cent, and the lack of agreement at low pressures may be due to closure of cracks in the specimen or to elastic effects.
It is of course possible to generalize this approach to allow for more than one phenomenon (e.g. slipping and breaking) " centered" at different pressures, but this aspect is beyond the scope of the data available at present.
